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Abstract

This paper proposes a method of generating F0 contours from
natural F0 segmental shapes for speech synthesis. The extracted
shapes of F0 units are basically kept unchanged, by eliminating
any averaging operation in the analysis phase and minimizing
modification operations in the synthesis phase. The use of
“kept-unchanged” F0 shapes has a great potential to
incorporate a wide variety of speaking styles in the same
framework, including not only read-out speech, but also
dialogue and emotive speech. A linear-regression statistical
model is proposed here to “manipulate” the stored raw F0
shapes for building them up to a sentential F0 contour. Through
experimental evaluations, the proposed model turns out to
provide a robust F0 contour prediction. By using the model,
linguistically derived information of a sentence can be directly
mapped, in a purely data-driven manner, to acoustic F0 values
of the sentential intonation contour for a trained speaker.

1. Introduction

In recent years, quite a few approaches, which are suitable and
promising to make the most of large speech corpora, have been
proposed in speech synthesis field for prosodic modeling [1-4]
as well as acoustic modeling. One of the major issues in
prosodic modeling might be the difficulty of mapping linguistic
information to acoustic level prosodic information, which may
be caused by intervening multiple intermediate information or
training model mismatch among linguistic, prosodic and
acoustic layers. From this point of view, one solution is to
minimize the intermediate layers and realize a direct linguistic-
to-prosodic mapping.

In this paper, we attempt to testify the solution by proposing a
method of generating F0 contours from natural F0 segmental
shapes, which are extracted from a speech corpus, by using a
statistical model of manipulating them with linguistic
information to build them up to sentential F0 contours. The
original shapes of F0 units are basically kept unchanged, by
eliminating any averaging operation in the analysis phase and
minimizing modification operations in the synthesis phase. The
use of “kept-unchanged” F0 shapes has a great potential to
incorporate a wide variety of speaking styles in a same speech
synthesis framework, including not only read-out speech, but
also emotive speech, and furthermore, “pretended” styles by
voice actors like that of animated characters. The primary
reason of keeping shapes unchanged is that the averaging and
modification operations are, in spite of their convenience to
handle a large amount of data, prone to loss of important, but

still unclear factors on natural prosody. A linear-regression-
based statistical model is proposed to manipulate the stored raw
F0 shapes for concatenating them to build up a sentential F0
contour. By using the model proposed, lingustically derived
information of a sentence can be directly mapped, in a purely
data-driven manner, to acoustic F0 values of an F0 contour for
the input sentence.

The following sections are organised as follows. In section 2,
we describe the definition of a basic unit for use in generating
sentential F0 contours, and also briefly mention the method of
unit extraction. In section 3, we describe the proposed method
of generating F0 contours, and the experimental evaluation and
discussions are provided in section 4. In the last section, we
summarize the proposed method.

2. F0 Shape as an F0 Contour Element

2.1. F0 Shape Unit Definition

An F0 shape unit is defined here as an F0 contour fragment,
which corresponds to a linguistically derived minimal accentual
phrase segment. The shape of the F0 fragment is used as a basic
unit to build up a sentential F0 contour for speech synthesis.
An ordinary morphological analyzer decomposes a sentence
into such accentual phrases in a consistent manner. These
segmented phrases are, however, irrelevant to accentuation of
actual utterances. In other words, the decomposed linguistic
segments don’t always coincide with real accented phrases (i.e.,
prosodic minor phrases). According to the definition, an F0
shape unit extracted from a speech corpus corresponds to a
minor phrase segment or a part of minor phrase segment. The
unit variation between the two classes can be regarded as one of
fluctuations in the speaker’s speaking behavior, and the contour
generation algorithm, we propose in this paper, doesn’t need to
explicitly take into account whether each unit corresponds
exactly to one minor phrase or not.

F0 shape unit is expressed by F0 values sampled at the vowel
center positions of unit constituent morae. Sampling at vowel
center positions (3-point median value) is firstly intended to
eliminate segmental perturbations appeared on F0 contours
caused mainly by surrounding consonants. In prior research
works on phonetic intonation models for other languages [1-4],
syllable-based sampling was commonly used for F0 contour
stylization. By using the vowel-center sampling here, the
movements of F0 contours of Japanese speech are extracted
almost on syllable basis like other languages. The reconstructed
prosody by using sampled F0 contours was confirmed to be
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identical to that of the original speech, at least, for ordinary
read-out speech.

2.2. Shape Unit Extraction

The extraction of F0 shape units is performed as follows. First,
a multi-layered labeling tool for speech synthesis, VoiceFont
Builder [5], was used to automatically divide speech utterances
into F0 shape unit segments, as wells as pitch segments,
phonetic segments, and breath groups. Linguistic features like
part-of-speech, local phrase relation (dependency), and phrase
accent type are simultaneously derived and given to these
multi-layered segments. Following the automatic procedure,
manual correction is carried out to complete the extraction
procedure, although the performance of the automatic
extraction was proved fairly high [6]. Finally, all the extracted
raw F0 shapes are stored in an inventory for use in generating
F0 contours.

3. F0 Contour Generation Method

The contour generation procedure proposed in this paper
consists of three main stages; target shape prediction, shape
selection and shape concatenation, as shown in Figure 1.

3.1. Target F0-Shape Parameter Prediction

In the first stage, the outline of a target F0-shape is predicted by
using linguistic information (accent type, phrase length in
morae, phoneme class, etc.) of the current and neighboring
phrases, and prosodic levels of the preceding and following
phrase boundaries (sentence top/bottom, pause inserted/not
inserted). The prosodic information on phrase boundaries is
already determined in our system prior to the F0 contour
generation procedure, by using local phrase structures of a
sentence. We omit the description here since it might not be the
scope of this paper.

Three parameters that describe the outline of a target F0-shape
are defined: (1) the top absolute level (TopAbsLvl), (2) the
starting-edge offset level relative to the top level (SttRelLvl),
and (3) the ending-edge offset level relative to the top level
(EndRelLvl). We apply a linear regression model, which is
based on the well-known quantification theory type-I [7], to
predict these three. The theory allows us to handle categorical
factors for predicting target variables, and it has been quite
widely studied in prosody modeling as in [8-11]. However,
there is a concern about applying it to F0 prediction; some
previous studies [11,12] reported that the synthesized speech
by the method was not so smooth between consecutive phrases
compared with speech synthesized by the Fujisaki’s super-
positional model, even if the prediction error was smaller that
that of the Fujisaki’s model. Considering this, unlike the
models used in [9,10], the models designed here are intended to
behave as a “left-to-right” predictor. It means that the
prediction results of preceding phrases are reflected on the
prediction of the current phrase. We intended to introduce this
feature to implicitly impose a sort of constraint on uttering
consecutive phrases.

Two different prediction models are designed here; one is for
TopAbsLvl and the other one is for SttRelLvl / EndRelLvl. The
main reason why we didn’t design one common model is that
the top-level parameter (TopAbsLvl) is considered to be one of
dominant factors on the two edge parameters (SttRelLvl /
EndRelLvl). We, therefore, take it into account in the models.

3.2. F0-Shape Selection

In the F0-shape selection stage, the most suitable F0-shape unit
for a given target synthesis environment is selected from the
F0-shape inventory. The F0-shape selection applied here
consists of two steps, prescoring of possible candidates and
phonemic matching. In the first prescoring step, all the F0-
shape candidates with accent attributes equal to the input are
reordered according to distance from the target F0-shape. The
distance is defined as a Euclidean distance of two-dimensional
vector (SttRelLvl, EndRelLvl) in log domain. Candidates
below predefined threshold are passed to the final step,
phonemic matching.

The phonemic matching is indented to select the best one, from
the prescored candidates, that minimizes the phonemic class
difference from that of a given phrase. The purpose of using the
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phonemic distance as a criterion for the final selection is to
minimize harmful shape distortion caused by the time-axis
modification in the F0-shape concatenation stage. The time-
axis modification to adjust the duration of each mora to the
target phoneme sequence might give distortion in F0-shape,
since F0-shape units are not uniformly sampled in time, but
sampled synchronously at vowel position.

3.3. F0-Shape Concatenation

In this final stage of the F0 contour generation, the selected F0-
shapes are concatenated with one another, basically without
shape modification. Two kinds of minimal adjustments are
applied to F0-shape units to realize smooth connections; one is
F0 level shift, and the other is time-axis modification as
mentioned above. The F0 level shift is carried out so as to
smooth the levels between concatenated F0-shapes by using the
TopAbsLvl parameter, predicted in the first stage.

4. Experimental Evaluation

4.1. Speech Materials

In this section, we describe experiments to evaluate the
proposed F0 contour generation model. For this experiment, we
used a text set of 503 sentences from the ATR continuous
speech database, and prepared a speech corpus for the text
uttered by a professional female speaker. 450 sentences of the
corpus were used for training (model parameter estimation) and
building up the F0-shape inventory, and the rest (53 sentences)
were used for cross validation of the proposed generation
model.

4.2. Target F0-Shape Prediction

As for the top level (TopAbsLvl) predictor, 11 factors are
considered for modeling: phrase accent type (current 6,
preceding 7, following 7), phrase length (current 6, preceding 7,
following 7), phrase boundary condition (preceding 4,
following 4), phrase position in a breath group (4), number of
phrases in breath group (5), top level of the preceding phrase
(7). The number in parenthesis means the number of categories
for each subject.

For the edge offset level (SttRelLvl/EndRelLvl) predictors,

Multiple
Correlation
Coefficient

RMS Error
(Closed Data)

[oct]

RMS Error
(Open Data)

[oct]
TopAbsLvl 0.879 0.144 0.146
SttRelLvl 0.803 0.145 0.147
EndRelLvl 0.894 0.144 0.154

Table 1. Results of Target F0-Shape Parametr Prediction

16 factors are used for modeling: 5 more factors, related to top-
level and phoneme-class of the current phrase, are added to the
11 factors used in top-level prediction. Table 1 shows the
results of target shape prediction. In view of the facts that all
the three multiple correlation coefficients are obviously high,
and the prediction errors (Root Mean Square errors) for both
open and close data are small, it can be said that we have
obtained fairly good predictors for target F0 shape.We also
confirmed the effect of “left-to-right” predictor, mentioned in
3.1, on the improvement in the multiple correlation coefficients
and RMS errors, although the degree of improvement was not
surprisingly big. Further investigation would be necessary on
this effect.

4.3. Generated F0 Contours

Figure 2 shows an example of the generated F0 contour and the
natural F0 contour for the same sentence. In informal listening
tests, synthetic speeches with F0 contours generated by the
proposed model turned out to be generally very close to the
natural speech utterances of the donor speaker. (Signal
processing used here to generate synthetic speech samples is
based on a waveform concatenation method, where context-
dependent CV-syllables are used as basic synthesis units.)

F0-Shape Selection: Statistical vs. Rule-based

As an evaluation of the shape selection stage, we compared two
methods: one is that of the proposed method described in 3.1
and 3.2, and the other is a rule-based selection method used in
our previous study [11]. Unlike the first two stages, the last
stage, shape concatenation stage, is commonly used for the two
selection methods. The selection rule in the rule-based method
is based on matching of local phrase structures between the
input and the reference units in terms of linguistic factors,
which are the same as those used in the target F0-shape
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prediction of 3.1.
Figure 3 shows distortions between natural F0 contours

and predicted ones. In the figure, “after selected,” means the
intermediate results obtained just after the relevant shape
selection. For close data, the rule-based selection shows the
best performance for both “after selected” and “final result”.
However, the RMS error of the rule-based selection for open
data increases largely from that of close data. On the other
hand, the statistical selection shows a stably good performance
on the final results, regardless of whether it is for open or close.
Furthermore, the final result of the statistical selection for open
data is obviously better than that of the rule-based selection.
Actually, this effect appeared distinctly on the synthesized
speech in informal listening tests. The overall impression of
speech synthesized by the rule-based selection is in general as
good as that of the statistical selection. Unlike the statistical
selection, however, there are some unnatural samples in the
rule-based method, in which the shape units are extracted from
those that have low matching scores on the similarity of the

phrase structures. This tightly data-dependent characteristic
might be a fatal defect in speech quality of the rule-based
selection.

Effects of the Level Shift in the Statistical Selection

Figure 4 shows the distribution of the contour prediction error
by the statistical selection in the “alter selected” intermediate
result and the “final result”. As seen from it, the F0 level shift
by using the predicted TopAbsLvl works quite effectively, not
only to predict the absolute F0-shape level, but also to reduce
the variance of the prediction error.

5. Conclusions

We proposed a method of generating F0 contours from natural
F0 shapes by using a statistical model of selecting and
concatenating these shape units. A linear-regression-based
statistical model is proposed to manipulate the stored raw F0
shapes for building up a sentential F0 contour. By using the
model proposed, linguistically derived information of a
sentence can be directly mapped, in a purely data-driven
manner, to acoustic F0 values of the sentential F0 contour for a
trained speaker. Informal listening test convinced us of the
capability of robust capturing the speaker’s intonation.
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Figure 3. F0 Contour Prediction Error
(Statistical v.s. Rule-based Selection)
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Figure 4. Prediction Error Distribution (Open Data)

(a) After Shape Selection Stage
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